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MY PERSONAL 
GOAL

My personal goal for this assessment 
plan was to create a better assessment 
outline and have better planning skills 
as right now I don't have good planning 
skills and so hopefully this helps me

*I am currently not in my placement, but 
I am tutoring so I took my last 8-week 
session and did my assessment plan 
based on that.



PREP

For my personal learning goal this semester I wanted to be more organized and 
have a better plan for the 8 weeks I was with this student. So, for this session, I 
was able to get a quick and basic lesson plan done ahead of time which I utilized 
throughout the entire 8-week program (but I am only showing about 8 of my 
lessons since if I did all 16 that would be a lot). I’m putting these lesson plans in 
before my actual lessons so you can see the planning that went into them, as 
well as this being part of my learning goal as I wanted to create better 
assessment outlines and since I’m not grading this term with my tutoring (I don’t 
give grades during my tutoring as the goal is to help them reach a personal goal)
so my assessment will be if we are working towards the goal they wanted to 
reach. 

The goal for this student was to have better reading fluency and be able to 
properly use literary devices when working through their English class. 



LESSON PLANS

Week 3

• Review and discussion of the student's analysis from the 
previous assignment.

• Introduction to more advanced literary devices (e.g., 
irony, foreshadowing, allusion).

• Practice identifying these advanced devices in short 
passages.

• Application of advanced literary devices in a new 
reading selection.

• Analysis and discussion of the impact of advanced 
devices on meaning and interpretation.

• Assignment: Analyze a poem or short story 
independently, focusing on identifying and interpreting 
advanced literary devices.

Week 4

• Review and discussion of the assigned reading, focusing 
on advanced literary devices.

• Practice identifying and explaining the function of 
advanced devices.

• Introduction to thematic analysis and its connection to 
literary devices.

• Application of thematic analysis to a new reading 
selection.

• Discussion of how literary devices contribute to the 
development of themes.

• Assignment: Analyze a poem or short story 
independently, focusing on identifying literary devices 
and exploring their contribution to the theme.

Week 1 

• Introduction to the importance of reading literacy and 
literary devices.

• Assessment of the student's current understanding and skill 
level.

• Overview of common literary devices (e.g., simile, metaphor, 
imagery, symbolism).

• Practice identifying literary devices in short excerpts or 
passages.

• Introduction to close reading techniques.

• Read a short story or poem and identify at least three 
literary devices present.

Week 2

• Review of assigned reading and discussion of identified 
literary devices.

• Introduction to analyzing the impact of literary devices on 
meaning and tone.

• Practice close reading techniques on a new short story or 
poem.

• Discussion and analysis of the assigned reading.

• Practice identifying and explaining the function of literary 
devices.

• Assignment: Analyze a poem or short story independently, 
focusing on identifying and interpreting literary devices.

We worked through the 
English 20 outcome CR20.4 
And worked on indicators 
j, I, f, d, and c.  



LESSON 1
We started the session with introductions and a 
little bit of getting to know each other. After that 
we talked about the importance of literary devices 
and literacy devices in reading, as well as going over 
some common devices used with this worksheet 

After that we did some reading of a poem to see 
where their reading fluency is at and to see how 
much they understand from a first glance at reading 
the poem. The poem I picked is 

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/45521/i-
wandered-lonely-as-a-cloud

For our first week and first session my main goal is 
to see where the student is at in their capabilities 
and to figure out where they want to go with this 
tutoring. 

Quizizz - Poetry Literary Devices.pdf

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/45521/i-wandered-lonely-as-a-cloud
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/45521/i-wandered-lonely-as-a-cloud


LESSON 2
For our second meeting we did a short review of what we 
talked about last session and then moved onto what we 
needed to cover that session. First, we covered looking for 
literary devices in short passages with a worksheet 

Next, we talked about some close reading techniques that we can 
use when doing class readings, and we discussed how they were 
used. The techniques we talked about were annotations, chunking 
the texts, questions, and summarizing/reflecting. We also covered 
one poem and started to pick out literary devices in it.

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/42891/stoppi
ng-by-woods-on-a-snowy-evening

samples_literarydevices.pdf

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/42891/stopping-by-woods-on-a-snowy-evening
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/42891/stopping-by-woods-on-a-snowy-evening


LESSON 3

For the start of this week, we reflected on the poem we read last session and also 
reviewed what literary devices we might find in them 
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/42891/stopping-by-woods-on-a-snowy-evening

Moving on, we discussed different meanings and tones we may find in poems and short 
stories (a good example is ‘Beowulf’)

This short story is one we chose to practice some of our close reading techniques, with the 
main focus being annotating. 

During this I had them read a portion of it aloud to continue to practice their reading 
fluency

https://americanliterature.com/author/anonymous/book/beowulf/the-story

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/42891/stopping-by-woods-on-a-snowy-evening
https://americanliterature.com/author/anonymous/book/beowulf/the-story


LESSON 4

Starting of the second session of this week, we analyzed ‘Beowulf’ and quickly discussed it. 

Going back to the first literary devices worksheet, we started going through and talking 
about the function of some of the literary devices (like why we use metaphors and imagery 
in reading). 

Lastly, we covered another poem, this time I gave them the last 15 minutes of the session to 
read it individually and find some literary devices which we will discuss together the next 
week. I also got them to read it aloud, making corrections if needed. 

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/44260/birches

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/44260/birches


LESSON 5

For this lesson, we started with reviewing what they had 
gotten from analyzing the poem from last time, and what 
literary devices they found. I also went over with them any 
devices they had missed and how I found them. 

Moving on we looked at an ironic poem, as well as one that 
had foreshadowing to start introducing those two literary 
devices as well as going over what irony and foreshadowing 
are. 

https://poets.org/poem/love-poem

https://www.poetrysoup.com/poem/the_span_1561488

While reading these two poems, we looked at where we 
could find the irony and foreshadowing in each respectfully. 

https://poets.org/poem/love-poem
https://www.poetrysoup.com/poem/the_span_1561488


LESSON 6 For this lesson, we started moving into the impact of 
devices on the meaning and interpretation of a 
poem/short story. 

https://www.gutenberg.org/files/902/902-h/902-h.htm (we 
covered ‘The Happy Prince’)

For the short story, we looked at we also picked out 
the literary devices and tried finding more advanced 
ones such as juxtapositions or mood. 

During the last 15 minutes, I gave them the choice of a 
short story from the list of stories above to go through 
themselves and to pick out the advanced devices as well 
as getting them to read it aloud afterward 

https://www.gutenberg.org/files/902/902-h/902-h.htm


LESSON 7

Introduction to thematic analysis and its connection to literary devices.

Starting this week, we reviewed the short story they chose last week and went through the 
advanced devices found and what they meant, as well as how else they may be used. Moving 
on we looked at a worksheet on advanced devices

We also started looking at themes and went over what themes are, and some examples (such 
as sad, happy, confused). For the theme analysis we did another worksheet 

https://db-excel.com/finding-the-theme-of-a-story-worksheets/theme-worksheet-1-preview/

Quizizz - Poetry Literary Devices.pdf

https://db-excel.com/finding-the-theme-of-a-story-worksheets/theme-worksheet-1-preview/


LESSON 8

For the last lesson (not the last session we had though, we continued on for 4 
more weeks) we looked at a few short poems and found the themes behind them 
and why it was believed those were the themes. They also read the poems aloud 
to practice fluency, and I made sure to give corrections when needed. 

https://www.rd.com/list/short-poems/ (covered the first 3 poems)

Afterwards, I let them pick a poem from the list above which they independently 
went through to find the theme and they had to tell me why they thought it was 
that theme  

https://www.rd.com/list/short-poems/


ASSESSMENT

Throughout the lessons, I was always assessing if they were reaching an 
understanding of what we were going through and making sure that I had clear 
explanations of the devices we were using. I also would go through a printed 
version of the story/poem and make sure I understood what was in it and what 
devices were used so that I could accurately tell them if any were missing/in the 
wrong spot. 

Keeping an actual assessment/grade isn’t the goal for my tutoring sessions and 
isn’t encouraged by the company that I work for so that is why there aren’t any 
formal assessments in this plan, but the goal is always to reach where the family 
would like them, and I feel like we did a good job as they learned a lot and 
improved so much over the weeks. The student I was teaching picked up on the 
reading devices nicely but still struggles with the literacy part, however, I feel 
with more practice it will get better and it helped boost their confidence. 



CONCLUSION

For this plan, I feel like I did a good job working towards 
my goal which was to be more organized and have a better 
assessment plan. I worked towards this by planning a very 
basic plan for the sessions so that I could see what I 
needed to work on next session and have my worksheets all 
ready for the hour, and this really helped me to feel more 
accomplished in my planning skills as sometimes I would 
plan very close to my sessions. Throughout the weeks I also 
listened to my student if something wasn’t working or if they 
needed it explained differently so I was always getting 
feedback from them. I was also always giving constructive 
feedback as well to help them grow in their learning over 
the tutoring sessions we had. 
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